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.. 1 
Technologies of the Self 

When I began to study the ru1es, duties, and prohibitions of sexuality, . , 
the interdictions and restrictions associated with it, I was concerned 
;�i. simpJy with the acts that were pennitted and forbidden but with . 

feelings represented, the thoughts, the desires one might experi
the inclination to seek within the self any hidden feeling, any 

: rn.overt.",,, of the soul, any desire disguised under illusory forms. There 
a very Significant difference between interdictions about sexuality and . 

forms of interdiction. Unlike other interdictions. seXual interi:�;cti .. 1S arE! constantly connected with the obligation to tell the truth 
onesE!!f. 

Two faCL'i may be raised against me: first, that confession played an 
i:Oportant part in penal and religious institutions for all offenses, not 
only in sex. But the task of analyzing one's sexual desire is always more 
important than analyzing any other kind of sin. 

I am also aware of the second objection: that sexual behavior more 
than any other was submitted to very strict rules of secrecy, decency. 
and modesty so that sexuality is related in a strange and complex way 
both to verbal prohibition and to the obligation to tell the truth, of 
hiding wha.t one does and of deciphering who one is. 
'"This text derives from • seminar Foucault pYe et the Uni .. enity of Vennonl ln Octo
lier IP&. It eppe.B here emended ror style and clarity; it h .. � supplemented with 

. note. to <:Orr"espond to the telU In Dil$ d «riu. 

orange
Text Box
From Foucault, Rabinow (ed.), Essential Works, Volume 1: Ethics, Subjectivity, and Truth. New York: New Press, 1997.
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The association of a prohibition and a strong injunction to speak is I 

a constant feature of our culture. The theme of the ·renunciation of the 
flesh was linked to the confession of the monk to the abbot, to the 
monk confiding to the abbot everything that was on his mind. 

I conceived of a rather odd project: not the study of the evolution of 
sexual behavior but of the historical study of the link between the obli
gation to tell the truth and the prohibitions weighing on sexuality. I 
asked: How had the subject been compelled to decipher himself in 
regard to what was forbidden? It is a question that interrogates the 
relation between asceticism and truth. 

Max Weber pOsed the question: If one wants to behave rationally and 
regulate one's action according to true principles, what part of one's 
self should one renounce? What is the ascetic price of reason? To what 
kind of asceticism should one submit? I posed the opposite question: 
How have certain kinds of interdictions reqUired the price of certain 
kinds of knowledge about oneself? What must one know about one-
self in order to be willing to renounce anything? . . I ;' 

Thus I arrived at the henneneutics of technologies of the self in ' , , , pagan and early Christian practice. I encountered certain difficulties" in this study because these practices are not well known. First, Chris� 
tianity has always been more interested in the hiSlucy of its beliefs .. . in the history of real practices. Second, such a henneneutics was never 
organized into a body of doctrine like textual hermeneutics. . 
the henneneutics of the self has been confused with'theologies of the 

. " soul-concupiscence, sin, and the fall from grace. Fou.rth, a henne: 
neutics of the self has' been diffused across Western culture ' 

numerous channels and integrated with various types of attitudes 
experience, so that it is difficult to isolate and separate it from our owJ?., 
spontaneous experiences. 

Conted of Study 

My objective for more than twenty-five years has been to s�t::����
,
: i 

tory of the different ways in our culture that humans develop 
about themselves: economics, biology, psychiatry. medicine, and 
ogy. The main point is not to accept this knowledge at face value 
analyze these so-called sciences as very specific "truth games" ... I.t�dl;·: 
to specific techniques that huamn beings use to Wlderstand themselves..J 

As a context, we must understand that there are four major types of; � 
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"teclhnologies;o' each a matrix of practical reason: (1) technoJogies 
which pennit us to produce, transfonn, or manipulate 

(!l) technolOgies of sign systems, which pennit us to use signs, 
symbols, or signification; (3) technologies of power, which 

: the conduct of individuals and submit them to certain ends 
an objectivizing of the subject; (4) technolOgies of the 

pennit individuals to effect by their own means, or with the 
of others. a certain number of operations on their own bodies and 

tholllghts. conduct, and way. of being, so as to transform them
in order to attain a certain state �f happiness, purity, wisdom. 

'���:::�:. or immortality. 
-ri four types of technologies hardly ever function separately, 

�u.o.,gh each one of them is associated with a certain type of domi
implies certain modes of training and modification of indi

I'�"al', not only in the obvious sense of acquiring certain skills but also 
sen:5e of acquirir;lg certain attitudes. I wanted to show both their 

:c ... ,,". nature and their constant interaction. For instance, the relation 
",.e'en manipul�ting things and domination appears clearly in Karl 

c£'lpital, where every technique of production requires modifi
of individual conduct-not only skills but also attitudes. 

'''-f ••• ally, the first two technolOgies are used In the study of the scl
and linguistics. It is the last two, the technolOgies of domination 

self, which have most kept my attentiOn. I have attempted a his
of the: organization of knowledge with respect to both domination 
the self. For example, I studied madness not in tenns of the cri
of folrItlal sciences but to show what type or management of indi

imdde and outside of asylums was made possible by this strange 
''''0.,",''. This encounter between the technologies of domination of 

and those of the self I call "governmentality." �'I'''·ha.p" I've insisted too much on the technology of domination and 
a:m more and more interested in the interaction between one

and others. and in the technologies of individual domination, in 
'mode of action that an individual exercises upon himself by means 

technologies of the self. 

The Development ofuchnologies of the Self 

to sketch C!ut the evolution of the hermeneutics of the self in two 
lffim,nt oontexts that are historically contiguous: (1) Greco-Rom.an phi-

" 
" 
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losophy in the first two centuries A.O. of the early Roman Empire, and 
(�) Christian spirituality and the monastic principles developed in the 
fourth and fifth centuries of the late Roman Empire. 

Moreover. I wish to take up the subject nol only in theory but in rela
tion to a set of practices in late antiquity. Among the Greeks, these" 
practices took the fonn of a precept: epimeleisthai sautou, "'to take care 
of yourself.'" to take "care of the self." "to be concerned, to take care, 
of yourself." 

The precept of the "'care of the sel{" [saud de soi] was, for the Greeks, 
one of the main principles of cities, one of the main rules for sodall 
and personal conduct and for the art of life. For us now, this notion iSi 
rather ob,scure and faded. When one is asked "'What is the most impor
tant moral principle in ancient philosophy?" the immediate answer is, 
not "Take care of oneself" but the Delphic principle, gnDthi seaut�m' 
("Know yourself"). 

Without doubt, our philosophical tradition has overemphasized. the, 
latter and forgotten the fonner. The Delphic principle was not an ab-: 
stract one concerning life; it was technical advice, a rule to be ol ... U'V'edl! 
for the consultation of the oracle. "Know yourself" meant "Do not 

, pose yourself to be a god." Other commentators suggest that it m,","o',' 
"Be aware of wbat you really ask when you come to consult the oracle." 

]n Greek and Roman texts, the injunction of having to know one-, 
self was always associated with the other principle of the care of 
self, and it was that need to care for oneself that brought the �::�:��: ' 
maxim into operation. It is implicit in all Greek and Roman I 
and has been explicit since Plato's Aldbiades J.1 ]n the Socratic dia- ' 
logues, in Xenophon, Hippocrates, and in the Neoplatonist tradition·. , 
from Alhinus on, one had to be concerned with oneself. One had 
occupy oneself with oneself before the Delphic principle was b">Ullht,. , 
into ·action. There was a subordination of the second principle to 
former. I have three or four examples of this. 

In Plato's Apology, !lge, Socrates presents himself before his, ��:::;j 
as a master of epimeleia heautou.2 You "preoccupy yourselves " 
shame in acquiring wealth and reputation and honoTS," he tells th"rr'i' i 
but you do nol concern youTSelves with yourselves, that is, with "wis
dom, truth and the perfection of the soul." He, on the other hand, 
watches over the citizens to make sure they concern themselves with, 
themselves. 

' 

Socrates says three important things with regard to his invitation to" ' 
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to oc:::cupy themselves with themselves: (1) His mission was' con
,I.m,d on him by the gotts, and he won't abandon it except with his 

breath .. (!l) For this task he demands no reward; he is disinter
:c,. __ " he p'erfonns it out of benevolence. (3) His mission is useful for 
�:�;

,
;:-;:�:: useful than the Athenians' military victory at 01ympia-

p in teaching people to occupy themselves with themselves, he 
them to occupy themselves with the city. " ����;(�:':�Cj�; later, op.e finds the same notion and the same phrase 

(� of Nyssa's treatise, On Virginity, but with an entirely dif
mealning. Gregory did' no� mean the movement by which one 

care of oneself and the city; he meant the movement by which 
;;'�noun,e, the world and marriage as well as detaches oneself from 

aIlld, with virginity of heart and body. recovers the immortal
which one has been deprived. In commenting on the' parable of 

,dracl,m,,. (Luke 15.8-10), Gregory exhorts man to light his lamp 
the house 'over and search, until gleaming in the shadow he 

the druchma' within. In order to recover the efficacy that God has 
on 1the human soul and the body has tarnished, man must take ['":0(' hiim, .. >If and search every comer of his sou!.!> 

' 

see that Christian asceticism and ancient philosophy are placed 
the same sign: that of the care of the self. The obligation to know 

�� •• tr;'i. one of the central elements of Christian asceticism. Between 
two e,xtremes-Socrates and Gregory of Nyssa-taking care of 

constituted not only a principle but also a constant practice . 
. , have tvo,'o more examples. 'lhe filSt Epicuced.n lext to serve as a 

of morals was the utter to Me'!1.0eCells.'" F!lic-un.ls writes ±,<It 
t.(l,' early, neVllr too late, to oc(,:upy one.ie!f with one's s:::.ul. 

ilj.,. ,ho,"ld philosophize when I;ne i s  young al�d also when one i s  old. 
to he carried on throughout life. Precepts governing every

are organized around the care of the self in order to help every 
of the group with the' common task of salvation. 

comes from an Alexandriari text, On the Contem
Ufe. by Philo of Alexandria. He describes an obscure. enigmatic 

on the periphery of Hellenistic and Hebraic culture called the 
'�:�:.;e::�:��

, 
marked by its religiosity. It is an austere community, 

a to lreading, to healing meditation, to individual and coUective 
and to meeting for a spiritual banquet (agap�. "feast"). These 

P����
i
:": stj�m from the principal task, the care of the self.5 

' .;. is the point of departure for a possible analysis of the care of 

: ... 

, 
,( 
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the self in ancient culture. I would like to analyze the relation between 
the care of the self and knowledge of the self, the relation found in 
Greco-Roman and Christian traditions between the preoccupation au 

individual bas with himself and the too-well-known principle "Know 
yourself." Just as there are different fonus of care, there are different 
forms of self. 

Summary 

There are several reasons why "Know yourself" has obscured "Ta�el 
care of younelf." F'lI'St, there has been a profound transfonnatioD in th.�) 
moral principles of Western society. We f"md it difficult to base rigor·, " 
ous morality and austere principles on the precept that we should 
more care to ourselves than to anything else in the world. We are 
inclined to' see taking care of ourselves as an iInmorality, as a me�l of escape from all possible rules. We inherit the tradition of Chrisli�. morality which makes self-renunciation the condition for salvation. To 
know oneself was, paradoxically, a means of self-renunciation. 

We also inherit a secular tradition that sees in extemal law the basis' . . . , , 
for morality. How then can respect for the self be the basis for moral
ity? We are the inheritors of a social morality that seeks the rules 
acceptable behavior in relations with others. Since the sixteenth , 
tury, criticism of estabUshed morality has been undertaken in the ---.; 
of the importance of recogniring and knowing the self. Therefore, it 
difficult to see the care of the self as compatible with morality. "R:n,JW 
thyself" has obscured "Take care of yourself" beCause our moca1ity, <t: 
morality of asceticism, insists that the self is that which one can reject.� 

The second reason is that, in theoretical philosophy from Descartes, 
to Husserl, knowledge of the self (the thinking subject) takes Oil a� 
ever-increasing importance 8S the first step in the theory of knowle�., . 

To summariz.e: There has been an inversion in the hierarchy of th�1 two prinCiples of antiquity, "Take care of yourself" and "Know your
self." In Greco-Roman culture. knowledge of oneself appeared as the, 
consequence of the care of the self. In the modem world, knowledg�: 
of oneself constitutes the fundamental principle. ' . 

�II 

The first philosophical elaboration of the concern with taking care o� 
oneself that I wish to consider is found in Plato's AlcibiLldes J. The date 
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writing is uncertain, and it may be a spurious Platonic d,ialogue. 
not my intention to study dates but to point out the principal fea

of the care of the self which is the center.of the dialogue. 
.;� The Ne,oplatonists in the third or fourth century A.D. show the sig-

�
;����;�,:!'

�

.ven to this dialogue and the importance it assumed in the 
tJradition. They wanted to tTansfonn Plato's dialogues into a 

tool, to make them the matrix for encyclopedic knowledge. 
cons:idered Alcibiades to be the first dialogue of Plato-the first 
read, the first to be studied. It was the arkhe. In the second cen
Albinus said that every gifted young man whb wanted to stand 
front politics and practice virtue should study the Alcibiades.6 lt 

p,ov;id"d the point of departure and a program for all Platonic philos
"Talting care of oneself" is its first principle. I would like to ana

the CiRce of self in the Alcibiades J in tenns of three aspects. 
How is this question introduced into the dialogue? What are the 

;:;��:�:,,
:
A
;�

lcibiades and Socrates are brought to the notion of the care 

; Alclb;,,,I,,, is about to begin his public and political life. He wishes 
hefore the people and be all-powerful in 'the city. He is not 

ia�:�:;� ¥,rith his traditional status, with the privileges of his birth and 
�� He wishes to gain personaJ power over all othe� both inside 

outside the city. At this point of intersection and transfonnation, 
't;;:�:.�il[ltervenes and declares his love for Alcibiades. Alcibiades can 
l� be the beloved; he must becoIne a lover. He must become 

:a:::::
e

:�
J
'�

I
�' political and the love game. Thus, there is a dialectic 

;b political and erotic discourse. Alcibiades makes his transition 
m sp"clfk: ways in both politics and love. 

ambivalence is evident in Alcibiades' political and erotic vocab
DUling his adolescence .• Alcibiades was desirable and had many 

'ad"".re.,,, but now that his beard ·is growing, his suitors are disappear
Earlier, he had rejected them all in the bloom of bis beauty because 

wanted to be dominant, not dominated. He refused to let himself 
dominated in youth, but now he wants to dominate others. This is 
moment Socrates appears, and he succeeds where the others have 

f";!e,l, he will make AIcibiades submit, but in a different sense. They 
a pllct-Aldbiades will submit to his lover, Socrates, not in a 

Ip!lysk'� but in a spiritual sense. The intersection of political ambition 
philO!;ophical love is "the care of the self." 

!J. In such a relationship, why should Alcihiades be concerned with 
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himself. and why is Socrates preoccupied with that concern of A!cibi· 
ades? Socrates asks A1cibiades about his personal capacities and the 
nature of his ambition. Does he know the meaning of the rule of law, 
of justice 01' concord? Alcibiades clearly knows nothing. Socr'8.tes calls 
upon him to compare his education with that of the Penian and Spartan 
kings, his rivals. Spartan and Penian princes have teachers in wisdom, 
justice, tempernnce, and courage. By comparison. Alcibiades' educa
tion is like that of an old, ignonrnt slave: he doesn't know these things. 
so he can't apply himself to knowledge, But, says Socrates, it is not tool 
late. To help bim gain the upper hand-to acquire tekh�Alcibiades 
must apply himself, he must take care of himself. But Alcibiades does 
nol know to what he muSl apply himself. What is this knowledge he: 
seeks? He is embarrassed and confused. Socrates calls upon him not 
to lose heart. 

In BII7d or the Alcibiades we find the first appearance of the phrase 
epimeleisthai sautou. Concern fol' self always I'efers to an active politi· 
cal and erotic state. EpimeleistluJi expresses something much more seri
ous than the simple fact of paying attention. It involves various things: 
taking pains with one's holdings and one's health. It is always a real 
activity and not just an attitude. It is used in reference to the activity 
of n fanner tending his fields, his cattle. and his hou5e. 01' to the joh' 
of the king in taking care of his city and citiz.ens, or to the worship of. 
ancestors 01' gods, or as a medical tenn to signify the fact of caring. It 
is higilly significant that the concern rol' self in AlcibirJdes I is directly 
related to a defective pedagogy, one that concerns political ambition , 
and a specific moment of life, 

3' The rest of the text is devoted to an analysis of this bOlion of 
�pimeleistluJi, "taking pains with oneself." It is divided into two ques· 
tions: What is this self of which one has to take care, and of what does 
that care consist? 

First, what is the self (1�9b)? Se!fis a reflexive pronoun, and it bas 
two meanings. Auto. means "the same," but it also conveys the notion of 
identity. The latter meaning shifts the 'question from "What is this self?" ' 
to "Departing from what gl'ound shaD I find my identity?" Alcibiades 
tries to find the self in a dialectical movement. When you take care of 
the body, you do not take care of the self. The selfis not clothing, tools, 
or possessions; it is to be found in the principle that uses these tools,' 
a principle not of the body but of the soul. You have to worT)' about your 
soul-that is the principal activity of caring for yourself. The care of the 
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self is the care of the activity and not the care of the soul-as·substance. 
, ,The second question is: How must we take care of this principle 

of. activity, the soul? Of what does ,this care consist? One must know 
of what the soul consists. The soul cannot know itself except by looking 
at ,itself bit a similar element, a inirror. Thus, it must contemplate the 
divine element. In thi.s divine contemplation, the soul will be able to 
discover rules to serve as a basis fol' just behavior and political action. 
The effort of the soul to know itself is the principle on which just pollt· 
ical action can be founded. and Alcibiades wiU be a good politician 
insofar as he contemplates his soul in the divine element. 

Often the discussion gravitates around and is phrased in tenns of the 
Delphic principle "Know yourself." To take care of oneself consists of 
knowing oneself. Knowing oneself be�mes the object of the quest of 
amcern Jor self. Being occupied with oneself and political activities are 
linked. The dialogue ends when Alcibiades knows he must take care 
of himself by examining his soul. 

This tmet, one of Plato's first, illuminates the historical background 
of the pn�ept "taking care of oneself" and sets out four main problems 
that endure throughout antiquity, although the solutions offered often 
differ from those in Plato's Alcibiadl!S. " Fint, there is the problem of the relation between the care of the 
self and political activity. In the later Hellenistic and imperial periods, 
the queSltion is presented in an alternative way: When is it)better to 
tum away from political activity to concern oneselfwi,th oneself? 
;)Second, there is the problem of the relationship between the care 

of the se1f and pedagogy. For Socrates, occupying oneself with oneself 
is ,the dUly of a young man, but later in the Hellenistic period it is seen 
as the pennanent duty of one's whole life. 

Third" there is the problem of the relationship between the care of 
the.self and the knowledge of oneself. Plato gave priority to the Delphic 
maxim "Know yourself." The priviJeged position of "Know yourself" 
is characteristic of all Platonists. Later, in the Hellenistic and Greco· 
Roman periods, this is reversed: the accent was not on the knowledge 
of self but on the concern with oneself. The latter was given an auton-
omy and even a pree'minence as a philosophical issue. 

. 

" Fourth, there is the problem of the relationship between the care of 
self and philosophical lov�, or the relation to a master. 

[n the Hellenistic and imperial periods, the Socratic notion of "the 
care of the self" became a common, universal philosophical theme. 

r 
< 

r 

-. 
-
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"Care of the self" was accepted by Epicurus and his followers, by the 
Cynics, and by such Stoics as Seneca, Rufus, and Ga1en. The Pythag
oreans gave attention to the notion of an ordered life in common. This 
theme of the care of the self was not abstract advice but a widespread 
activity, a network of obligations and services to tbe soul. Following 
Epicurus hi!Dself, the Epicureans believed that it is never too late to 
occupy oneself with oneself. The Stoics say you !Dust attend to the self, 
"retire into the self and stay there." Lucian parodied the notion.1 It 
was an extremely widespread activity, and it brought about competi
tion between the rhetoricians and those who turned toward themselves, 
particularly over the question of the role of the master. 

There were charlatans, of course, but certain individuals took it seri
ously. It was generally acknowledged that it was good to be reflective, 
at least brieny. Pliny advises a friend to set aside a few moments a day, 
or several weeks or months, for a retreat into himself. This was an , 
active leisure-to study, to read, to prepare for misfortune or death. It 
was a meditation and a preparation. 

Writing was also important in the culture of the care of the self. One 
of the tasks that defines the care of the self is that of taking notes on one
self to be reread, writing treatises and letters to friends to help them, 
and keeping notebooks in order to react1vale for oneself lhe truths one 
needed. Seneca's letters are an example ofthis self-exercise. 

In traditional political life, oral culture was largely dominant, and 
therefore rhetoric was important. Yet the development of the adminis
trative structures and the bureaucracy of the imperial period increased 
the amount and role of writing in the political sphere. In Plato's writ
ings, dialogue gave way to the literary pseudodialogue. By the Hel
lenistic age, though, writing prevailed, and real dialectic passed to 
correspondence. Taking care of oneselfbecarne linked to constant writ
ing activity. The self is something to write about, a theme or object 
(subject) of writing activity. That is not a modem trait born of the Ref
onnelion or of Romanticism. it is one of the most ancient Western tra
ditions. It was well established and deeply rooted when Augustine 
started his CoTifessions.s 

The new care of the self involved a new experience of self. The new 
fonn of the experience of the self is to be seen ip· the first and second 
centuries, when introspection becomes more and more detailed. A rela
tion developed between writing and Vigilance. AUention was paid to 
nuances of life, JIlood, and reading, and the experience of self was 
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· intensified and widened by virtue of this act of writing. A whole field 
or- experience opened which earlier was absent. 
"1,. One can c<;)mpare Cicero to the later Seneca or Marcus Aurelius. We 
see, for example, Seneca's and Marcus's meticulous concern with the 

· details of daily life, with the movements of the spirit, with self-analysis. 
. .  Everything in the iJllperiai period is present in Marcus Aurelius's let

ter of 144-45 A.D. to Fronto: 

· ��f/ail, my swutest ofmasters. 

llr-, We are well. I slept somewhat late owing to my slight cold, which seems 
, Inow to have subsided. So from five A.M. till nine I spent the time partly in 

reading lome of Cato's Agn'culture and panly in writing not quite such 
,wrelC.hed stuff, by heavens, as yesterday. Then, after payi.ng my respects to 
my father, I relieved my throat, I will not say by gargling-though the 'NOrd 
gargarisso is, I believe, found in Novius and elsewhere-but by swallowing 
honey water as far as the gullet and ejecting it again. After easing my throat 

"1 : J went off to my father and attended him at a .sacrifice. Then we went to 
.\ .Iuncheon. What do you think I ate? A wee bit of bread, though J saw oth

, �"i"·ers d,,�ouring beans, onions, and herrings full of roe. We then 'WOrked hard. 
"., -!Ii at gra·pe-gathering, and had a good sweat, and were merry and, as the poel 

. ,  says, " sull left. 50me dusten hanging high as gleaning' of the vinwg ... " After 
i�· six o'dack we CBme home. 

I I did but little work and that to no purpose. Then I had a long /:hat with 
". :my little mother; as she sat on the bed. My wk was this: "What do you think 

my Franta is now doing?" Then she, "And what do you think my Gratia is 
· ., doing?" Then I: "And what do you think our little sparrow, the wee Gratia, 
· . is doing?" Whilst we were chattering in this way and. disputing which of 

. us two loved the. one or other of you two the beuer, the gong so�nded, an 
intim.aLion thal my father had gone to his bath. So we had supper after we 
had bathed in the oil-press room; I do not mean bathed in the oil-press 
room, but when we had bathed, had supper there, and we enjoyed hearing 
the yokel. chaffing one another. After coming back, before I turn over and 
snore, I get my task do"ne and give my deare.t of masters an account of the 
day's doings. and if I could miss him more, I would not grudge wasting 
away a little more. Farewell, my Fronto, wherever you are, most honey
sweet� my love, my delight. How is it between you and me? I love you and 

.... ':. you aTe 8way.O 

This letter presents a description of everyday life. All the details of tak-
· fig can! of oneself are here, all the unimportant things he has done. 
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Cic:ero tells only important things, but in Aurelius's letter these details 
are important because they are you-what you thought, what you felt. 

The relation between the body and the 80ul is interesting too. For 
the Stoics, the body was not so important, but Marcus Aurelius speaks 
of himself, his health, what he has eaten. his sore throat. That is quite 
characteristic of the ambiguity about the body in this cultivation of the 
self. Theoretically, the cultivation of the self is soul-oriented, but all 
the concerns of the body take on a considerable importance. In Pliny 
and Seneca, hypochondria is an essential trait. They retreat to a house 
in the countryside. They have inte1lectual activities but rural activities as 
well. They eat and participate in the activities of peasants. The impor
tance of the rural retreat in this letter is that nature helps put one in 
contact with oneself. 

There is also a love relationship between Aurelius and Fronto, one 
between a twenty-Cour-year-old and a forty-year-old man. An erotica 
is a theme of discussion. Homosexual love was important in this period 
and carried over into Christian monasticism. 

Fmally, in the last lines, there is an allusion to the examination of 
conscience at the end of the day. AureUus goes to bed and looks in the 
notebook to see what he was going to do and how it corresponds to 
what he did. The letter is the transcription of that examination of con
science. It stresses what the individual did,.not what he thought. That 
is the difference between practice in the Hellenistic and imperial peri
ods and later monastic practice. [n Seneca, too, there are only deeds, 
nOl thoughts; but it does prefigure Christian confession. 

This genre of epistles shows a side apart from the philosophy of the 
era. The examination of conscl.ence begins with this letter-writing. 
Diary-writing comes later. It dates from the Christian era and focuses 
on the notion of the struggle of the soul. 

I I I  

In my discussion o f  Plato's Alcibiades, I have isolated three major 
themes: (1) the relation between care of the self and care for the poUt
ieal Ufe; (g) the relation between the care of the self and defective' edu
cation; and (:�) the relation between the care of the self and knowing 
oneself. Whereas we saw in the Alcibiades the close relation between 
"Take care of yourself" and "Know yourself," taking care of yourself 
event.ually was absorbed in knowing yourself. 
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We can see these three themes in Plato, also in the Hellenistic period, 
and four 'to five centuries later in Seneca, Plutarch, Epictetus, and the 
like. If the problems are the same, the solutions and themes are quite 
different and, in some cases, the opposite of the Platonic meanings. 

,First, to be concerned with selfin the Hellenistic and Roman peri
ods is not exclUSively 8 preparation for 'political life. Care of the self 
has becOlne a universal prinCiple. One must leave politics to take bet
ter care of the self. 
I Second, the concern with oneself is not just Obligatory for young 
people concerned with their education; it is a way of living for every
body throughout their lives. 
" Third. even if self-knowledge plays an important role in the care of 
the self, it involves other relationships as well. 
, I want to djscuss briefly the first two points: the universality of the 

care of the self independent of poLitical life, and the care of the self 
throughout one's life. 
'. 1. A medical model was substituted for Plato's pedagogical model. 
The care of the self isn't another kind of pedagogy; it has to become 
permanent medical care. Permanent medical care is one of the central 

,features of the care of the self: One must become the doctor of oneself. 
,�, Since we haye to take ca.re throughout life, the objective is no 

longer to get prepared for adult life, or for another life, but to get pre
pared fOil" a certain complete achievement of life. This achievement is 
complete at the moment just prior to death. This notion of a happy 
proximity to death-of old age as completion-is' an inversion of the 
traditional Greek values on youth. 

3. Lastly, we have the various practices to which cultivation of self 
has given rise and the relation of self-.Imowledge to these. 
r. In Alcibiade.s I, the soul had a mirror relation to itself, which relates 

10 the cClncept of memory and justiftes dialogue as a method of dis
covering truth in the soul. Yet from the time of Plato to'the Hellenistic 
age, the 'relationship between care of the self and knowledge of the self 
changed. We may note two perspectives. 
-. In the philosophical movements of Stoicism in tl)e imperial period, 

there is a different conception of truth and memory, and another 
method of examining the self. First, we see the disappearance of dia
logue and the increasing importance of a new pedagogical relation
ship-a new pedagOgical game where the master-teacher speaks and 

'·dOes not ask questions, and the disciple does not answer but must lis-

« 
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ten and keep silent. A cultivation of silence becomes more and more 
important. In Pythagorean cultivation, disciples kept silent for five years 
as a pedagogical rule. They did not ask questions or speak up during 
the lesson, but they developed the art of listening. This is the posi
tive condiUon for acquiring truth. The tradition js picked up during 
the imperial period, where we see the beginning of the cultivation of 
silence and the art of listening rather than the cultivation of dialogue 
as in Plato. 

To learn the art of listening. we have to read Plutarch's treatise on 
the art of listening to lectures, Pen" tou akouein.1o At the beginning of 
this treatise, Plutarch says that. following schooling. we must learn to 
listen to logos throughout our adult life. The art of listening is crucial 
so that you can teU what is true and what is dissimulation, what is rhe
torical truth and what is fa1sehood in the discourse of the rhetoricians. 
Listening is linked to the fact that the disciple is not under the control 
of the masters but must listen to logos. One keeps silent at the lecture; 
one thinks about it afterward. This is the art of listening to the voice 
of the master and the voice of reason in the self. 

The advice may seem banal, but I think it is important. In his trea
tise On the COnlemplative Life, Philo of Alexandria describes banquets 
of silence, not debauched banquets with wine, boys, revelry, and dia
logue. There is instead a teacher who giv�s a monologue on the inter
pretation of the Bible and a very precise indication of the way people 
must listen. II For example, they must always assume the same posture 
when listening. The morphology of this notion is an interesting theme 
in monasticism and pedagogy henceforth. 

In Plato, the themes of contemplation of seJf and care of self are 
related dialectically through dialogue. Now in the imperial period, we 
have the theories of, on one side, the obUgation of liste.ning to the truth 
and, on the other side, of looking and listening to the self for the truth 
withi�. The difference between the one era and the other is one of the 
great signs of the disappearance of the dialectical structure. 

What was an examination of conscience in this culture, and how 
does one look at oneself? For the Pythagoreans. the examination of con
science had to do with purification. Since sleep was related to death 
as a kind of encounter with the gods, one had to purify oneself before 
going to sleep. Remembering the dead was an exercise for the mem
ory. But in the Hellenistic and the early imperial periods, you see this 
practice acquiring new values and signification. There are several rel-
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evant I:exts: Seneca's De Ira and De Tranquillitae,I2 and the beginning 
of Marcus Aurelius's fourth book of Met/itatiom.15 

Sen.eC8's De Ira (Book Three) contains some traces of the old tradi
tion.l1- He describes an examination of conscience. The same thing was 
recommended by the Epicureans, and the practice was rooted in the 
Pythag:orean tradition. The goal was the purification of the conscience 
using n mnemonic device. Do good things, have a good examination 
of the self, and a good sleep follows together with good dreams, which 
is conutet with the gods. 

SeD(�ca seems to use juridical language, and it seems that the self is 
both the judge and the accused. Seneca is the judge and prosecutes the 
self so that the examination is a kind of trial. Yet if you look clo�er, it is 
rather different from a court: Seneca uses tenns related not to juridical 
but to a.dministrative practices, as when a comptroller looks at the books 
o.r whe:n a building inspector examines a building. Self-examination is 
taking stock. Faults a� Simply good intentions left undone. The rule is 
a means of doing something correctly, not judging what has happened 
in ·the F'ast. Later,. Christian confession will look fOT bad intentions. 

It is this administrative view of his own life much more than the 
jwidical model that is important. Seneca is not a judge who has to pun

. \Sh but a stock·t.a.king administrator. He is a pennanent administrator 
of hinu;elf, not a judge of his past. �e sees that everything has been 
done correctly following the rule but not the Jaw. It is not real faults �OT which h·e reproaches himself but, ra.ther, his lack. of success. His 
errors are of strategy, not of moral character. He wants to make adjust
ments between what he wanted to do and what he had done and to . , 
reactivate the rules of conduct, not excavate his guilt. In· Christian con
fession, the penitent is obliged to memorize laws but does so in order 
to disco'ver his sins. 

For Seneca, the problem is not that of discovering truth in the sub
ject but of remembering truth, recovering a truth that has been forgot

, t.E!.�. Second, the subject dOes not forget himself, his nature, origin, or 
his supe.rnatural affinity, but the rules of conduct, what he ought to have 
d�ne. T!h.ird, the recollection of errors committed in the day measures 
the distinction between what has been done and what should have been 
done. Fourth, the subject is not the operating ground for the process . but the point where rules of conduct come together in 
meDlOry .. The subject constitutes the intersection between acts that have 
t.O."be regulated and rules for what ·ought to be done. This is quite dif-
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Cerent from the Platonic conception and from the Christian conception 
of conscience. 

The Stoics spiritualized the notion of ano.lch(J�is, the retreat of an 
anny. the hiding of an escaped slave from his master. or the retreat 
into the country away from the towns, as in Marcus Aurelius's country 
retreat. A retreat into the country becomes a spiritual retreat into one
seU. It is a general at.titude and also a precise act every day; you retire 
into the self to discover-but not to discover faults and deep feelings, 
only to remember rules of action, the main laws of behavior. It is a 
mnemotechnical formula. 

IV 

I have spoken of three Stoic technologies of the self: letters to friends 
and disclosure of self; examination of self and conscience, including a 
review of what was done, of what should have been done, and com
parison of the two. Now I want to consider the third. Stoic technique, 
aslr&is, not a disclosure of the secret self but a remembering. 

1 For Plato, one must discover !he truth that is within one. For the 
StOiCS, truth is not in oneself but in the logo;' the teachings of the �as
ters. One memorizes what one has heard, converting the statement one 
hears into rules of conduct. The subjectivation of truth is the aim of 
these techniques. During the imperial period, one could not assimilate 
ethical principles without a theoretical framewori such as science, as 
for example in Lucretius's De Rerum natura. I!! There are structural 
questions underlying the practice of the examination of the self every 
night. I want to underscore the fact that in Stoicism it is not the deci
phering of the self, not the means to disclose secrecy, which is impor
tant; it is the memory of what one bas done and what one has had to do. 

In Christianity, asceticism always refers to a certain renunciation of 
the self and of reality because most of the time the self is a part of that 
reallty that must be renounced in order to gain acce�s to another level 
of reality. This move to attain the renunciation of the self distinguishes 
Christian asceticism. 

In the philosophical tradition inaugurated by Stoicism, asktsis means 
not renunciation btlt the progressive consideration of self, or maStery 
over oneself, obtained noi through the renunciation of reality but 
through the acquisition and assimilation of truth. It has as its final 
aim not preparation for another reality but access to the reality of this 
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World. The Greek word for this is paraskeutUiJ ("to get prepared"). It 
i$1 8 set of practices by wbic;ll one can acquire, assimilate, and trans

truth into a pennanent principle of action. Aletheia becomes I!thos. 
'. It,is a proc.ess of the intensification of subjectivity. 

What a:re the principal features of ask�is? They include exercises �;��::;;
.
l
the subject puts himself in a situation in which he C8.n verify 
he can confront events and use the discourses with which he 

It is a question of testing the preparation. Is this truth assirn
':U.,,<I enough ·to become ethics so that we can behave as we must when 

event presents itself? 
The Greeks characterized the two poles of those exercises by the 

,,",me .. melete and gymnasia. Melete means "meditation," according to 
Latin translation, medito.tio. It has the same root as epimeleisthaj. 

a rather vague tenn, a technical tenn borrowed from rhetoric. :\M'el.t� i·is the work one undertakes in order to prepare a discourse or 
imp'"?"isation by thinking over useful tenos and arguments. It is a 

of anticipating the real situation through dialogue in one's 
The philosophical meditation is this kind of meditation: it 

of memorizing responses and reactivating those memo
placing oneself in a situation where one can imagine how one 

reBct. One judges the reasoning one should use in an imaginary 
("Let us suppose . . .  ") in order to test an action or event (for 

I�How would 1 react?"). Imagining the articulation of possible .to t.est how one would react-that is meditation. 
The most famous exercise of IDedilation is the praemeditatio 17UlI

'. . 8S practiced by the Stoics. It is an ethical, imaginary experience. 
, ]n appearance, it is a rather dark and pessimistic vision of the future. 

can c()mpare it to what Husserl says about eidetic reductioq. 
The Stoics developed three eidetic reductions of future misfortune. 

First, it is not a question of imagining the future as it is likely to tum 
but hut to imagine the worst that can happen, even if thel'e is little 

that it will tum out that way-the worst as certainty, as actual
what could happen, not as calculation of probability. Second, one 

sh"uld not enVisage things as possibly taking place in the distant future 
but as aln�ady actual and in the �rocess of taking place. For example, 
imagining not that one might be exiled but rather that one is already 
exiled. subjected to torture, and dying. Third, one does this not in order 

:' to experiE�nce inarticulate sufferings but in order to convince oneself 
I that they are not real ills. The reduction of all that is possible, of all 
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the duration and of all the misfortunes, reveals not something bad but 
what we must accept. It consists of having at the same time the future 
and the present event. The Epicureans were hostile to it because they 
thought it was useless: they thought it was better to recoUect and mem· 
orize paSt pleasures in order to derive pleasure from present events. 

At the opposite pole is gymnasia ("to train oneself,,). Whi1e meditatio 
Is an imaginary experience that tnUns thought, gymnasiLz is training in 
a real situation, even if it has been artificially induced. There is 8 long 
tradition behind this: sexual abstinence, physical privation, and other 
rituals of purification. 

Those practices of abstinence have other meanings than purification 
0(" witnessing demonic force, as in Pythagoras and Socrates. In the cul
ture of the Stoics, their function is to establish and test the indepen
d�nce of the individual with regard to the external world. Fo(" example, 
in Plutarch's On the Daemon of soCrates, one gives oneself over to very 
hard sporting activities. Or one tempts oneself by placing oneself in 
front of many tantaliZing dishes and then renouncing them; theo· .. :me 
calls his slaves and gives them the dishes, an� ta.kes the meal prepared 
for the slaves. HI Another example is Seneca's Letter 18 to Lucilius: he 
prepares for a great ferult day by act& of mortification of the flesh in 
order to convince· himself that poverty is not an evil, and that he can 
endure it.17 

Between thes� poles of training in thought and t.raining in reality, 
melete and gymnasja, there are Ii whole series of intermediat.e pos
sibiUties. Epictetus provides the best example of tbe middle ground 
between these poles. He wants to walch perpetual�)"" I 'ver l·�;..ce$enta
tions, a technique ·that will find its apogee in Freud. There are two 
metaphors important from his point of view: the night w�tchmen, who 
will not admit anyone into town if that person cannot prove who he is 
(we must be "watchmen" ove(" the flux.of thought),I!! Il1ld the money
changer, who verifies the authenticity of currency, looks at it, weighs 
and assures himself of its worth. We have to be moneycbangers of our 
own represeotations, of our thoughts, vigilantly testing them, verify
ing them, thei.r meta1, weight, effigy. I!) 

The same metapho(" of the moneychanger is found in the Stoics 
and in early Christian literatu�, but with different meanings. When 
Epictetus say. you must be a moncychanger, he means as soon as an 
idea comes to mind you have to think of the rules you must apply to 
evaluate it. For Cassian, being a moneychanger and looking at your 
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: ��::���;:. means something very different: it means you must try to 
. if, at the root of the movement that bl"ings you the represen

·tations, there is or is not concupiscence 0(" deSire-if your innocent 
i:',:���;:,
\
b::.::.�ev�il origins; if you have something underlying which is the 

F which is perhaps hidden, the money of your thought.20 
Epictetus there are two exercises-sophistical and ethical. The 

are exe("cises borrowed from school, question·end-answer games. 
must be an ethical game; that is, it must teach a moral lesson.21 

second are ambulatory exercises. In the morning you go for a walk, 
you test your reactions to that walk. The purpose of both exercises 

control of representations, not the deciphering of truth. They are 
about confonning to the rules in the face of adversity. A pre

machine of censorship is described word for woro in the tests 
and Cassian, For Epictetus, the control of representations 

nOl deciphering but recalling principles of acting, and thus see· 
through self-examination, jf they govern one's life. It is a ki.nd of 

i�lJT'",I"" self-examination. One must be one's own censor. The medi-
01;1 death is the culmination of all these exercises. 

addition to letters, examination, and ask.&is, we must now evoke IOUr1h technique in the examination of the self, the interpretation of <!""""', lL was to.have lUl inlportant,.destiny in the nineteenth century, 
.. it occupied a relatil!ely marginal position in the ancient world. . had an ambivalent a�titude toward the interpretation of 

"."'''''', Most Stoics are critical and skeptical about such interpretation; 
there is still the popular and general practice of it. There we("e "",erls who were able to interpret dreams, including Pythagoras and 

of the Stoics, and some experts who wrote books to teach people 
interpret their own drea.ms. There were huge amounts �f iiterature 
how ·to do it, but the only surviving dream manual is The lnterpre

q/ Drr.ams by A.rtcmidorus (second century A.n.).22 Dream inter-
re.ati,on was important because, in ·antiquity, the meaning of a dream 

an announcement of a future event . 
. should mention two other docu.ments dealing with the importance 
dream interpretation for everyday life. The first is by Synesius of 

:!':}' ... ne in the fourth century A.D.� He was well known and cultivated. 
though he was not a Christian, he asked. to be a bishop. His 

;"mllrl" on dreams are interesting, for public divinatlon was forbid-
in clrder to spare the empe("or bad news. Therefore, one had to ;Uilie�p"" one's own dreams. one had to be a self-interpreter. To do it, 
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one had to remember not only one's own dreams but the events before 
and after. One had to record what happened every day, both the life 
of the day and the life of the night. 

Aelius Aristides' Sacred Discoursu,24 written in the second century, 
records his dreams and explains how to interpret them. He believed 
that in the interpretation of dreams we recel.ve advice from the gods 
about remedies for illness. With this work, we are at the crossing point 
of two kinds of discourses. It is not the writing of the self's daily activ
ities that is the matrix of the Sacred Discourses but the ritual inscrip
tion of praises to the gods that have healed you. 

v 
I wish to examine the �cheme of one of the main techniques .of the self 
In early Christianity and what it wa.\ as a truth game. To do so, I must 
look at the transition from pagan to Christian culture, in which it is 
possible to see clear-cut continuities and discontinuities. 
. Christianity belongs to the salvation religions. It is one of those 
religions which is supposed to lead the individual from one reality to . 

anolher, from death to life, from time to eternity. In order to achieve 
that, Christianity i:mposed a set of conditions and rules of behavior for 
a certain transformation of the self. 

Christianity is not only a salvation religion, it is a CC!nfessional reli
gionj it imposes very strict obligations of truth, dogma, and canon, 
more so than do the pagan religions. Truth obligations to believe this 
or that were and are still very numerous. The duty to accept a set of 
obligations, to hold certain books as permanent truth, to accept author
itarian decisions in matters of truth, not only to believe certain things 
but to show that one believes, and to accept institutional authority are 
all characteristic of Christianity. 

Christianity requites another fonn of truth obligation different from 
faith. Each person has the duty to know who he is, that is, to try to 
know what is happening inside him, to acknowledge faults, to recog
nize temptations, to locate desires; and everyone is. obliged to disclose 
these things either to God or to others in the community and, hence, 
to bear public or private witness against oneself. The truth obligations 
of faith and the self are linked together. This link permits a purifica
tion of the soul impossible without self-knowledge. 

It is not the SaIne in the Catholic as in the Reform tradition. But the 
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main features of both are an ensemble of truth obligations dealing with 
faith, books, dogma, and one dealing with truth, heart., and soul. Access 
to truth cannot be conceived of without purity of the soul. Purity of the 
soul is the consequence of self-knoWledge and a condition for under
standing the text: quisfacit ven"iatem (to make truth in oneself, to get 
access to the light), in Augustine. 
'IfI1 I would like to analyze the ways by which, in order to get access to 

light, the Church.conceived of illumination: the disclosure of the 
self . .  The sacrament of penance and the confession of sins are rather 
hite innovlltions. Christians of the first centuries had different forms 

discovl�ring and deciphering truth about themselves. One of the 
1 two main fonos of these discourses can be characterized by the .word 

or "recognition of fact." Even the Latin fathers used this 
tenn with no exact translation. ,For Christians, it meant to rec
publicly the truth of their faith or to recognize publicly that they 

ChriJitians. 
. The woro also had a pfmitentiaI meaning. When a sinner seeks pen

he must visit the bishop and ask for it. In early Christianity, pen
was not an act or a ritual but a status imposed on somebody who 

commiued very serious sins. 
Exomologesis was a ritual of recognizing oneself 8S a sinner and pen

. It had several characteristics. First, you were a penitent for four 
ten years, and this status affected your life. There was fasting, and 

.wer.e rules about clothing and prohibi.tions about sex; the indi
,'".dual was marked so he could not live the same life as others. Even 

his reconciliation, he suffered from a number of prohibitions; for 
,."iul'ple, he could not marry or become a priest. -:----

Wi""'" this status you find the obligation of exomologesis. The sin
seeks his penance. He visits the bishop and asks the hishop to 

�in'p,,,e on him the status of a penitent. He must explain why he wants 
status, and he must explain his faults. This was not a confession; it 
a condition of the status. Late .. , in the medieval period, exomolo

becmne a ritual that took place at the' end of the period of pen
, ance, just before reconciliation. This cere�ony placed him among the 

: other Christians. Of this recognition ceremony, Tertullian says that 
.. ::�����:':I hair shirt and ashes, wretchedly dressed, the sinner stands 

before the church. Then he prostrates himself and kisses the 
. knees.lt5 Exomologesis is not a verbal behavior but the dra

;.. ",atic recognition of one's status as a penitent. Much later, in the Epistles 

. " 
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of JeroIDe, there is a description of the penitence of Fabiola, a Roman 
lady.- During these days. FabioJa was in the ranks of penitents. People� 
wept with her, lending drama to her public chastisement. 

Recognition also designates the entire process that the penitent expe
riences in this status over the years. He is the aggregate of manifested 
penitential behavior, of self-punishment as well as of self-revelation. 
The acts by which he punishes himself are indistinguishable from the 
acts by which he reveals himself: self-punishment and the voluntary 
expression of the self are bound together. This link is evident in many. 
writings. Cyprian, for example. talks of exhibitions of shame and mod.., 
esty. Penance is not nominal but theatrical.21 

To .prove suffering, to show shame, to Illake visible humility and 
exhibit modesty-these are the main features of pu.nishment. Peni
tence in e.arly Christianity is a way of life acted out at all times .by 
accepting tbe obligation to disclose oneself. It must be visibly repre
sented and accompanied by others who recognize the ritual. This 
approach endured until the nfteenth and sixteenth centuries. 

Tertullian uses the tenn publicatio sui to characterize exomologesis. 
Publicotio sui is related to Seneca's daily self-examination, which was,' 
however, completely private. For Seneca, exomologesis or publicatio sui 
does not ilnply verbal analysis of deeds or thoughts; it is only a soma.tic 
and symbolic expression. What was private for the Stoics was public 
fOT the Christians. 

What were its functionsi' First, this publication was a way to rub out, 
Sln and to restore the purity acquired by baptism. Second. it was also to 
show a sinner as he is. That is the paradox at the heart of exomologesis: 
it rubs out the sin and yet reveals the sinner. The greater part of the 
acl. of penitence was not 1n telling the truth of sin but in shOWing the 
lJ"ue sinful being of the sinner; it was not a way fOT the sinner to explain. 
his sins but a way to present himself as a sinner. 

Why should showing forth. efface the sinsi' Expose is the heart,of 
exomologesis. In the Christianity of the first centuries, Christian authors. 
had recourse to three models to explain the relation between the par· 
adox of rubbing out sins and disclosing oneself. 

The first is the medical model: one must show one's wounds in 
order to be cured. Another model, which was less frequent, was the 
tribunal model of judgment: one always appeases one's judge by con
fessing faults. The sinner plays devil's advocate, as wUl the deviJ on the 
Day of Judgment. . 
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, ,,,n,. most important model used to explain exomologesis was the 
'model of death, of tonuTe, or of manyrdom. The theories and prac- . 

of penft!1-ce were elaborated around the problem of the man who 
"p,,,,!,,,, to die rather than to compromise or abandon the faith; the way 

martyr faces death is the model for the penitent. For the relapsed 
reintegrated into the Church, he must expose himself voluntarily �"""ritu,.J :martyrdom. Penance is the affect of change, of rupture with 

past, and world. It is a way to show that you are able to renounce 
· nr. .. nd self, to show that you can face and accept death. Penitence of 

does not have as its target the establishing of an identity but, instead, 
to mark the ren.asal of the self, the breaking away from self: eso 

sum, ego. This fonnula is at the heart of publicatio sui. It repre
a break with one's past identity. These ostentatious gestures h'Sve ����:::�:

�
O
�
f showing the truth of the state of being of the sinner. 
is at the same time self-destruction. 

di1l'erence between the Stoic and Christian traditions is that in 
lh,,'SID;".c tradition examination of self, judgment, and discipline show 

.way to self-knowledge by superimposing truth about self through 
that is, by memoriring the rules. In exomologesis, the penitent 

truth about self by violent rupture and dissociation. It is 
to emphasize that this exornolog8sis is not verbal. It ia aym_ 

ritual, and theatrical , . 
• V I  �

:
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,
:�

,:
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�:
tle fourth century, we fmd a very different technology for the 

� of the self, exago�usis. much less famous than exomologesis 
more important. This one is reminiscent of the verbali7.ing exer

in rdation to a teacher· master of the pagan phUosophicaJ schools. 
can see the transfer of several Stoic techniques of the self to Chris
spiri tual techniques. 
least one example of self·examination, proposed by Chrysostorn, 

\
i.�c

':;;:��i
��.�

; same form and the S8D1e administrative chanlcter as that 
;, Seneca in De Ira. In the morning, we must take account 
'of'm" expenses, and in the evening we must ask ourselves to render 
'",w,on! of our conduct of ourselves, to examine what is to our advan

and what' is prejudicial against us, with prayers instead of indis
WOlrdS.i8 That is cxa(::tly the Senecan style of self-examination. 

is also important to note that this self-examination is rare in Chris
litenlture. 
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The wen�developed and elaborated practice of the self�exam1nation 
in monastic Christianity is different from the Seneam self�examination 
and very different from Chrysostom and from exomologesis. This new 
kind of practice must be undentood from the viewpoint of two prin
ciples of Christian spirituality: obedience and contemplation. 

In Seneca, the relationship of the disciple with the master was im
portant. but it was instrumental and professional. It was founded on 
the capacity of the master to lead the disciple to a happy and autono� 
mous life through good advice. The relationship would end when the 
disciple gained access to that life. 

For a long series of reasons, obedience bas a very different charac
ter in monastic life. It differs from the Greeo�Rom8n type of relation 
to the master in the sense that obedience is not based just upon a need 
for self-imJ,>rovement but must bear on all aspects of a monk's llfe� 
There Is no element in the life of the monk which may escape from 
this fundamental and pennanent relation of total obedience to the 
master. Cassian repeats an old principle from the oriental tradition: 
"Everything the monk does without pennission of his master consti-· 
tutes a theft. "29 Here, obedience is complete control of behavior by the 
master, not a final autonomous state. It is a sacrifice of the self, of the 
subject's own -tH. Thic i. the new technology of the self. 

The monk must have the permission of his·director to do anything. 
even die. Everylhin«: he does without permission is stealing; there is 
not a single moment when the monk can be autonomous. Even when 
he become. a director himself, he must retain the spirit of obedience. 
He must keep the spirit of obedience as a permanent sacrifice of the 
complete control of behavior by the master. The self must constitute 
illile1f through obed.ience. 

Th.e second feature of monastic life is that contemplation is consid
ered the supreme good. It is the obligation of the monk to tum his 
thoughts continuously to that point which is God and to make sure that 
his heart is pure enough to see God. The goal is permanent contem
plation of God. 

This new technology of the self, which developed from obedience 
and contemplation in the monastery, presents some peculiar char-ae· 
terisUcs. eassian gives a I"Bther clear exposition of this technology of 
the self, a principle of self-examination which he borrowed from the 
Syrian and Egyptian monastic traditions. 

This technology of self�examination of oriental origins, dominated. 
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:by obedience and contemplation, is much more con�med with thought 
�than with action. Seneca had placed his stress on action. With Cassian, 

object is not past actions of the day-it is the present thoughts. 
!.S;in". the monk must continuously tum his thoughts toward God, he 

:. ··rhust scrutinize the actual course of this thought. This scrutiny thus has . 
its objet.>f. the permanent discrimination between thoughts which lead 

,tcow,ord God and those which don't. This continual concern with the 
present is different from the Senecan memorization of deeds and their 

,.�:::;.:,��:���� with rules. It is what the Greeks referred to with a 
�l word: logismoi, "cogitations, reasoning, calculating thought." 
,7:h.,re is an etymology of logismoi in Casslan, but I do not know if it is i'�,u"d, co-agitationes. The spirit is po/ukinltos, "perpetually moving."� 

Cassian., perpetual mobility of spirit ls the spirit's weakness. It dis· 
one from contemplation orOod.ll 

, ·,' Th,. scrutiny of conscience consists of trying to immohilize conscious� 
to eliinUnste movements of the spirit which div.ert one from God. 
me3JlS we must examine any thought that presents itself to con

,,,lm,,,,.,,,, to see the relation between act and thought, truth and real� 
to see if there is anything in this thought which will move our spirit, 

'pro"ol,. our desire, turn our spirit away from God_ The scrutiny is 
on the idea of a �ecret concupi!!cence_ 

it· There are three major types of self-examination: (I) self-examination 
respL'Cl to thoughts in correspondence to reality (Cartesian); (!I) r:l�::����(�:� with respect to the way our thoughts relate to rules 

(3) the examination of self with respect to the relation 
the hi�den thought and an inner impurity. At this moment 

, I;;egins the Christian henneneutics of tbe self with its .deciphering of , thoughts. It implies that there is something hidden in ourselves 
and that we are always in a self-illUSion that hides the sec·ret. 

, ." In orde:r to make this kind of scrutiny, Cassian says we must care 
, for ourselves, to attest to our thoughts directly. He gives three analo

FlTSt is the analogy of the mill. �2 Thoughts are like grains, and 
;:::���:;': is the miH store: it is our role as the miller to sort out 

f · the grains those which are bad and those which can be admitted 
to the mill store to give the good flour and good bread of our salvation. 

• OJ. Second, Cassian makes military analogies.ll He uses an analogy of 
the officer who orders the good soldiers to march to the right. the bad 
to the left. We must act like officers who divide soldiers into two files, 

good and the bad. 

.' .' 

,. 
. . 
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Third, he uses the analogy of a moneychanger.)4 Conscience is the 
moneycbanger of �e self. It must examine coins, their effigy, their 
metal, where they came from. It must weigh them to see if they have 
been ill used. As there is the image of the emperor on money, so must ' 
the image of God be on our thoughts. ·We must verify the quality of 
the thought: This effigy of God, is it .red? What is its degree of purity? 
Is it mixed with desire or concupiscence? Thus, we find the same image 
as in Seneca, but with a different meaning. 

Since we have as our role to be a pennanent moneychanger Qf our
selves, bow is it possible to make this discrimination and recognize if 
a thought is of good qudity? How can this "d.iscriro.ination" actively be 
done? There is only one way: to tell all thoughts to our director, to be 
obedient to our master in aU things, to engage in the pennanent verba
lization of.dl our thoughts. In Cassian, self-examination is subordinated 
to obedience and the pennanent verbalization of thoughts. Neither is 
true of Stoicism. By teUing himself not only bis thoughts but also the 
smallest movements of consciousness, his intentions, the mo� stands 
in a henneneutic relation not only to the master but to himself. This 
verba.liz.ation is the touchstone or the money of thought. 

Why is.confession able to assume this henneneutic role? How can 
we be the henneneuts of ourselves In speakiug and craoscribmg all of 
our thoughts? Confession pennits the master to know because of his 
greater experience and wisdom and therefore to gtve bettec advice. 
Even if the master, in his role as a discriminating powec, does not say 
anything, the fact that the thought has been expressed will have an 
effect of discriInination. 

Cassian gives an example of the monk who stole bread. At fll"St he 
cannot tell. The difference between good and evil thoughts is that evil 
thoughts cannot be expressed without difficulty, for evil is hidden and 
unstated. Because evil thoughts cannot be expressed without difficulty 
and shame, the cosmological difference between Ught and dark, be
tween verbalization and sin, secrecy and silence, .between God and the 
Devil. may not emecge. Then the monk prostrates himself and con
fesses. Only when he confesses verbally does the Devil go out of him. 
The verbal expression is the crucial mQment.5' Confession is a mack 
of truth. This idea of the pennanent verbal is only an ideal: it is never 
completely possible. But the price,ofthe pennanent verbal was to make 
everything that could not be expressed into a sin. 

In conclusion, in the Christianity of the first centuries, there are two· 
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, �  
fOI"lDS of discfosing self, of shOWing the truth about oneself. The 

first is exomologesis, or a dramatic expression of the situation of the 
p
:

,n;te,nt as sinnec which makes manifest his status as sinner. The sec
is what was called in the spiritual literature exagoreusis. This is 

:�i:'7:�:�;� and continual verbalization of thoughts carried on in the 
:1- of complete obedience to someone else; this celation is mod

on rJle renunciation of one's own will and of one's own self. 
There is a great difference between exomologesis and exagoreusis; 

Y;�:
,
h
�:

av
:
e:, to underscore the fact that there is one important element 

� you cannot disclose without renouncing. In exomologesis. 
sinner must "kill" rumself through ascetic macecations. Whether 

martyrdom oc through obedience to a mastec, disclosure of self 
renunciation of one's own self. In exagoreusis, on the othec hand, 

show that.. in permanently verbalizing your thoughts and perrna
obeying the master, you are renouncing your wUl and yourself. 

practice continue.s from the beginning of Christianity to the sev-pj.,,,,,h century, The inauguration of penance in the thirteenth cen
an importa,nt step in its rise. 
theme of self-renunciation is very important. Throughout Chris

there is a correlation between disclosure of the' self, dramatic oc �.!,ollzeol. and the renunciation of self. My hypothesis, from looking at 
two techniques. is that it is the second one, verbalization. that be

th.e more important. From the eighteenth century to the present.., 
.techniques of verbalization have been reinserted in a different COR
by th.e so-called human sciences in order to use them without renun

of the self but to constitute. positively. a new self. To use these 
h"uqu,,, without renouncing oneself constitutes a decisive break. 
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